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BEACHCOMBER

Wheelchair Games
Time to Conquer
By Steve Shelden 

With this year’s theme of Strive, Live, 
Conquer, more than 500 athletes from 
around the country, as well as a team 
from Great Britain will converge on 
Salt Lake City, Utah to compete in the 
36th National Veterans Wheelchair 
Games.

From June 27 - July 2, 2016, veteran 
athletes with spinal cord injury/
disease, multiple sclerosis, 
amputation, or other neurological 
injury will compete in 18 wheelchair 
sporting events.  Returning athletes 
have the opportunity to provide 
motivation and support to a large 
number of first-time novice athletes.

Once again this year, Paralyzed 
Veterans of America joins forces with 
the Department of Veterans Affairs in 
organizing and executing this world 
class event, one of the largest annual 
competitions in wheelchair sports.

Returning to the games this year, will 
be our chapter’s team, the Cal-Diego 

Beachcombers, comprised this year of 
prior game’s medalists and those 
attending for the first time.

For further information about how 
you can get involved with the 
National Veterans Wheelchair Games, 
please visit:                                  
http://wheelchairgames.org or, visit  
http://www.caldiegopva.org as well 
as our chapter’s Facebook pages. 

Our offices are located in the SCI Unit 
at the VA Medical Center in San 
Diego.  We are open Monday-Friday, 
8:00am-4:00pm.  We encourage you to 
stop by or call 858-450-1443 for all the 
latest information.

President’s Message
As the VA moves to 
implementing new 
procedures in 
scheduling and 
provided health care, 
our President, Duane  
Norman needs your 
help to stay on top of 
our member’s needs. 
Page 4

Air Power
Point Loma Naval 
Submarine Base hosts  
Air Pistol/Rifle Shoot
Page 10

Memorial Trapshoot
Featured on the cover 
of this issue is one of 
the many shooters at 
this year’s BJ Russell 
Memorial Trapshoot 
held in Redlands, 
California.  This 
activity is part of the 
28th Annual Event.
Cover Shot

Hitting the Lanes

Our members hit the 
lanes with some 
custom bowling balls  
and big smiles.
Page 20

News from The Hill
Wayne Landon keeps  
us apprised of the 
latest developments 
from the legislative 
perspective.  Stay 
up to date on all 
governmental 
current affairs and 
their impact on you.
Page 6

Small Arms Event
Big bangs from small 
arms at Lytle Creek, 
California.
Page 12
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Board Members
The PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter Board of Directors meet monthly.  Minutes of the last meeting are available in 
the PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter office.  All PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter members are invited to attend.  Meetings are 
held on the second Thursday of each month.  Please feel free to contact us about the next meeting date.
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Health & Repair Services
VA HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
858-522-8585

WHEELCHAIR REPAIR
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Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the 
“Beachcomber” are not necessarily a direct 
representation of the views or ideals of PVA, Cal-
Diego Chapter.  We hereby disclaim any 
responsibility for opinions expressed herein.

All photography unless otherwise credited, is 
copyright of Steven M. Shelden.

A Word from the Editor
This year is off to a great start with new and 
exciting programs being introduced at a rapid 
rate to meet the ever-changing needs of our 
members.  Our Bowling League is in full swing, 
and over the next month please keep a lookout 
for information on our new Radio-Controlled 

Program which will introduce our members to the thrilling world of 
RC Quadcopters, RC Fixed Wing Aircraft, and RC Cars as well.

For those that are a bit more artistically inclined... our PVA, Cal-
Diego Reflections XVI Art Exhibition will be taking place from April 
1st - May 4th, this year being held at the Encinitas Civic Center.  
This is a great event that introduces the many talented disabled 
artists in the San Diego area to the community.  If you haven’t had 
the chance to experience Reflections in the past, mark your 
calendars now for this inspiring event that is not to be missed.

If you would like to be a contributing writer in our publication, or if 
you have any questions or comments, please write to me directly at 
sshelden@caldiegopva.org.  Happy reading!

mailto:info@caldiegopva.org
mailto:info@caldiegopva.org
http://www.caldiegopva.org
http://www.caldiegopva.org
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President’s Message
By: Duane Norman

70 years ago, the Paralyzed 
Veterans of America was 
founded by disabled veterans 
with the primary interest being 
the delivery of quality 
healthcare to paralyzed 
veterans.  This has remained 

the primary focus and mandate of PVA resulting 
in a very specialized and high quality of care 
provided to our membership. 

In recent years a great deal of attention has been 
paid to the delivery of services to veterans within 
the structure of the VA.  Often times it has been 
reported that these services have been less than 
adequate and veterans have experienced 
difficulty in getting their health care needs met. 

The recently appointed Secretary of Veterans 
Affairs, Robert McDonald, has pledged to review 
and repair the VA system assuring that quality 
timely healthcare will once again be available to 
our veterans. To this end, he appears to be 
making progress however some problems 

continue.  It has been brought to the attention of 
your Board of Directors that we are experiencing 
some of these difficulties in our local VA.  As 
members of Paralyzed Veterans of America, we 
are fortunate to have our specialized care needs 
met through a process which includes an annual 
health physical which is very thorough requiring 
evaluations by multiple healthcare professionals. 
We have had reports recently by several members 
that getting these evaluations completed in a 
timely manner is becoming more difficult.

We need your help.  I am asking our membership 
to give us feedback in regards to your personal 
experiences as you complete your annual 
physical process. As your representatives, we 
need this information so that we may work with 
our national service officers and our local spinal 
cord injury center to assure that you are 
continuing to get the most effective and timely 
healthcare available. This information will ensure 
that as Secretary McDonald works to improve 
services in the VA system, you will have a voice in 
the delivery of services to all veterans in our VA 
hospital network.

I look forward to your feedback.

Executive Director’s Message
Let’s Go
By: Peter Ballantyne

Make this your year to try something 
new.  Have you been following the 
new and developing programs here at 
Cal-Diego?  Sailing, Bowling League, 
remote control planes, quad-copters 

and automobiles?  Have you seen the articles about the 
wheelchair games and clinics, or watched the Paralympic 
athletes on TV and wish you could give adaptive sports a 
try?  There are so many opportunities to learn and share 
skills, try something different—make your life active and 
enjoyable.

On April 1, our Reflections Art Show will begin, with the 
show being held at the Encinitas Civic Center.  The show 
goes to May 4, with a reception on April 15.  Keep your 
eyes peeled to our web site or Facebook page for the start 

dates for Sailing on San Diego Bay with Challenged 
Sailors.  The Martin 16 sailboats are responsive, fun—and 
you are your own captain.

We start off March with a visit to Washington, D.C. to 
advocate for members.  We will join leaders from the 
other PVA chapters from across the nation.  It is an honor, 
and a privilege, to be able to take our concerns directly to 
the representatives from San Diego, as well as the two 
senators from California.  Our national office is always 
working on pertinent issues to assure accessibility and 
protect civil rights for our disabled and paralyzed 
veterans.  This is our direct opportunity to speak with 
our leaders in DC to make sure they know our concerns.  
Our visit is one of the highlights of the year for me, 
topped off with a visit to observe the Joint Session on 
Veterans Affairs.  And it is a source of pride to see one of 
our members, national PVA President Al Kovach, testify 
in front of this panel of representatives and senators.
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FUND A LIFETIME OF SUPPORT 
FOR SERIOUSLY INJURED VETERANS.

Marketing and advertising paid for by The Jeffrey Carlton Charitable Foundation

Schedule a free pickup.

WheelsHelpingWarriors.org
866.841.2023

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE TODAY.

Regardless of the condition, all vehicles have value and are 
sold at auction. Proceeds from the sale help provide jobs, care 
and benefi ts for severely injured veterans and their families. 
Scheduling a pickup is free and easy, and you may be eligible 
for a tax deduction, too! There’s no better way to give back to 
those who have given so much.
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Legislative Updates
By: Wayne Landon

MyVA Advisory Committee

The MyVA Advisory Committee held 
a meeting on February 1 – 2 to discuss 
Secretary of Veterans Affairs 
McDonald’s MyVA initiative to 
rebuild trust with Veterans, improve 
service delivery to veterans and long-

term excellence and reform of the VA.

MyVA puts Veterans in control of how, when and where 
they wish to be served. It is a framework for 
modernizing VA’s processes and capabilities to put the 
needs, expectations and interests of veterans and their 
families first.

At the meeting, the committee discussed the progress of 
the work in key MyVA work areas and set goals to 
accomplish in 2016, which includes improving access and 
seamless care for veterans, allowing veterans to get 
medical care from any VA medical center, in addition to 
their primary facility, and same day appointments for 
primary care.

VA will also continue to work to combat veteran 
homelessness through housing and by preventing 
homelessness for an additional 100,000 Veterans and 
their family members before they become homeless.

Launch of AirAccess30.org 
 
PVA has launched www.AirAccess30.org.  The purpose 
of this website is to collect personal stories from PVA 
members and the disability community about their air 
travel experiences. 
 
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the Air Carrier 
Access Act (ACAA). PVA played a leading role in the 
passage of the ACAA. Now, we are working with the 
broader disability community to bring attention to the 
successes and failures in air travel for passengers with 
disabilities.  The National Advocacy Program will be 
leading an initiative, in concert with our partners in the 
disability community, to reopen the ACAA and amend 
the law to improve the air travel experience for people 
with disabilities and to provide for recourse when our 

members and all people with disabilities have negative 
experiences in the course of that travel.  
 
We are calling on all PVA members to actively engage 
with us in this effort.  Please share this website- 
www.AirAccess30.org -widely to ensure all PVA 
members are aware.  Encourage them to provide us with 
their stories.

We will be using these stories to increase advocacy 
around the ACAA and improve air travel for all people 
with disabilities.

The “Seniors and Veterans Emergency (SAVE) Benefits 
Act”

Veterans with service-connected disabilities and low-
income veterans will see no increase in their 
compensation and pension benefits in 2016 because the 
Social Security Administration (SSA) announced last 
October that there would be no cost-of-living adjustment 
(COLA) in retirement, survivors and disability benefits 
this year.

For many years, veterans’ service-connected disability 
compensation and low-income veterans’ pension benefits 
have been tied to the Social Security COLA.  As a result, 
when SSA offers no inflation adjustment to beneficiaries, 
this has an adverse impact on over 4 million veterans 
with service-connected disabilities and another 300,000 
low-income veterans on pension.   

Proposed Bills S. 2251 and H.R. 4144, the “Seniors and 
Veterans Emergency (SAVE) Benefits Act,” are bills that 
would provide a one-time payment of $550 to Social 
Security beneficiaries as well as veteran recipients of 
compensation and pension to address the lack of 
inflation adjustment in benefits this year. More than 1 out 
of 5 adult Social Security beneficiaries have served in the 
military, and veterans and their families comprise 35 
percent of the Social Security beneficiary population.

At a time when health care costs, utilities, and many 
other necessary expenses continue to rise, this very 
modest provision will help millions of veterans with 
disabilities and their families. We urge members of 
Congress to co-sponsor this legislation and act quickly on 
its passage.

http://www.AirAccess30.org
http://www.AirAccess30.org
http://www.AirAccess30.org
http://www.AirAccess30.org
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Legislative Updates continued...
Preventing Veteran Suicides

Secretary McDonald held a VA national summit on 
veteran suicide prevention. Veteran suicide impacts all 
Americans and needs to be addressed in a coordinated 
effort with government and community stakeholders. 
All Americans, and VA in particular, have a duty to 
help Veterans suffering from the hidden scars of 
military service that lead them to think suicide is their 
only option.  We must do better and this summit will 
help us to determine our future course.

The “Preventing Veteran Suicide -  A Call to Action” 
summit came together with the VA and DoD leaders, 
mental health professionals, Veteran Service 
Organizations, veterans and their families, and other 
key partners. These national leaders focused their 

attention to how we can best help Veterans and their 
families access appropriate mental health services.

Congress subsequently passed the Clay Hunt Suicide 
Prevention for American Veterans Act, which President 
Obama signed in February of last year. Their 
commitment to improving mental health care for 
veterans like their son has been inspiring.

We already know that America’s veterans are at higher 
overall risk for suicide than the general public. Veterans 
suffering from conditions like post traumatic stress, 
depression, insomnia, and chronic pain are particularly 
vulnerable. However, groundbreaking research shows 
that veterans who are fully engaged in VA care are at 
lower risk of suicide than those who are not. It is 
essential that information about resources for veterans 
at risk for suicide is readily available to veterans and 
those close to them.

YOUR FUTURE AWAITS
Paralyzed Veterans’ scholarship program now accepting applications
Paralyzed Veterans of America invests in our members and their families. 

Our Educational Scholarship Program assists members and their immediate family members by providing 
scholarship funds to help with a post-secondary education.

We will award scholarships in the amount of $1,000 to full-time students and $500 to part-time students 
for an academic year. 

APPLICANT MUST BE: 
• A Paralyzed Veterans of America 
   member, spouse of a member, or 
   an unmarried child (under 24 
   years of age) who is dependent 
   (as defined by the IRS) on the 
   member for principal support 

• A United States citizen 

• Accepted and enrolled as a full- or 
   part-time student in an accredited 
   U.S. college or university 

Previous award recipients may apply.

Download an application at pva.org, or for more information contact Christi Hillman at 800.424.8200, ext. 776; ChristiH@pva.org. 
Applications must be completed in full and postmarked no later than June 17, 2016.
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NSO News
By: Patrick Cronk, NSO - San Diego

VA Regional Center
8810 Rio San Diego Drive, Suite 1121
San Diego, CA 92108
619-400-5320

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is proposing to 
expand disability compensation eligibility for veterans 
who served for 30 days or more at Camp Lejeune 
between the dates of August 1, 1953 and December 31, 
1987.  From 1953 to 1987, leaking storage tanks 
contaminated drinking water with perchloroethylene, 
trichloroethylene, vinyl chloride, benzene and other 
petroleum contaminants.  Presumption of service 
connection for certain diseases due to exposure of these 
dangerous substances are being proposed.  Presumption 
of service connection means the VA concedes a condition 
is presumed to be caused in the line of military service.  
Therefore, health care and possible monetary 
compensation will be awarded.  This was decided after 
discussions between environmental health experts at the 
Veterans Health Administration and the Department of 
Health and Human Services Agency for Toxic Substances 
and Disease Registry (ATSDR).  Secretary of Veterans 
Affairs Robert A. McDonald stated, “The water at Camp 
Lejeune was a hidden hazard, and it is only years later 
that we know how dangerous it was.  We thank ATSDR 
for the thorough review that provided much of the 
evidence we needed to fully compensate Veterans who 
develop one of the conditions known to be related to 
exposure to the compounds in the drinking water.”  The 
ATSDR announced prolonged exposure to the chemicals 
mentioned increased the risk of specific health 
conditions.  The proposed list for presumption of service 
connection are for the following conditions:  Kidney 
Cancer, Liver Cancer, Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, 
Leukemia, Multiple Myeloma, Scleroderma, Parkinson's 
Disease and Aplastic Anemia / Myelodysplastic 
Syndromes.  Other conditions recognized as being 
presumptive to Camp Lejeune drinking water by the VA 
are bladder cancer, breast cancer, esophageal cancer, lung 
cancer, female infertility, hepatic steatosis, miscarriage, 
neurobehavioral effects and renal toxicity.  This proposal 
from the Secretary would also include Reservists and 
National Guard personnel who served at camp Lejeune 
for “any” length of time from August 1, 1953 through 
December 31, 1987.  This would mean personnel would 

not have to have been permanently stationed at Camp 
Lejeune to qualify.  You would only have to be there 
during service in the thirty four year time frame.  
Perhaps you know someone who has one of the 
presumed conditions and was there on temporary duty 
(TDY), performed basic training there or drilled as a 
Reservist at Camp Lejeune.  Additionally, family 
members of veterans who were stationed at Camp 
Lejeune do qualify for health benefits through the VA.  
They do not however qualify for monthly monetary 
compensation.  However in this case, by law, the VA may 
only compensate for eligible out-of-pocket expenses after 
family members have received payment from all other 
health plans.   For more information on family member 
health care coverage go to:  https://
www.clfamilymembers.fsc.va.gov.  The VA will announce 
when regulations for the proposed presumptive 
conditions will be recognized as service connected.  
Although the VA can’t grant benefits for the proposed 
conditions until they are put into effect by law, veterans 
are encouraged to file a disability claim with the VA.  
This can be done through your local PVA Service Office.  
If the claim is denied, the denial will be stayed until the 
final regulations are sorted out.  If the claim is granted, 
the veteran would be granted service connection for the 
condition.  Monthly monetary compensation could be 
paid and free health care for this condition would be 
warranted.  Also, once considered service connected for 
one of these conditions and the veteran dies of this 
condition, the surviving spouse would qualify for a 
monthly payment called Dependency Indemnity 
Compensation in addition to a service connected burial 
allowance.  If you have not already done so, you need to 
be enrolled in the VA Health Care System for treatment.  

You enroll by submitting VA Form 10-10EZ.  This form 
can be obtained and submitted at VA Member Services at 
any VA Medical Center or Clinic.  Alternatively the 
10-10EZ form can be downloaded at www.va.gov/
vaforms/medical/pdf/1010EZ-fillable.pdf.  Once filled 
out the form can be electronically submitted at www.
1010ez.med.va.gov/.

You will then be issued a VA Health Care Card and you’ll 
be able to schedule appointments.  If you have any of the 
listed conditions and plan to file a claim, medical 
evidence will be needed to show a diagnosis.  If 
diagnosed through the VA, the VA will already have 
access to those needed records.  If non-VA records are 
used those records need to be secured by the individual 
or request the VA obtain the needed evidence.

https://www.clfamilymembers.fsc.va.gov
https://www.clfamilymembers.fsc.va.gov
https://www.clfamilymembers.fsc.va.gov
https://www.clfamilymembers.fsc.va.gov
http://www.va.gov/vaforms/medical/pdf/1010EZ-fillable.pdf
http://www.va.gov/vaforms/medical/pdf/1010EZ-fillable.pdf
http://www.va.gov/vaforms/medical/pdf/1010EZ-fillable.pdf
http://www.va.gov/vaforms/medical/pdf/1010EZ-fillable.pdf
http://www.1010ez.med.va.gov/
http://www.1010ez.med.va.gov/
http://www.1010ez.med.va.gov/
http://www.1010ez.med.va.gov/
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Air Power
By: Jim Russell-Photos by: Steve Shelden

The sixth PVA & Cal-Diego Air Rifle/
Pistol seminar and competition came 
to fruition on 18 & 19 January 2016 
with a total of eight disabled shooters, 
all but one veterans.  Four are 
members of Cal-Diego, Brian Delaney, 

(Cal-Diego’s Sports Director), Sandra Landon, Jim 
Russell  and Dave Wylie, one from the Mid-Atlantic 
Chapter, Bill Bjornes, one from the Vaughn Chapter, 
Roosevelt ‘RJ’ Anderson, one from the Texas Chapter, 
Marco De La Rosa, and we had one non-veteran, Dave 
Blevins from Georgia an associate member of the 
Southeastern Chapter. We were fortunate to have Coach 
Phil Bryant from Camp Pendleton to help assist the 
participants and lend a hand with running the range.  We 
were also fortunate to have Fabio Villarroel, Associate 
Director of Sports from National PVA assisting with the 
event, and he did a great job for us.

Cal-Diego is also fortunate to have John Plaza and Steve 
Shelden as employees.  John worked diligently during 
Monday’s event to help keep everything on track and 
Steve was there on Tuesday to document the event in 
digital media.  Great job John and Steve, thanks.

We also had Kelli Kaliszewski and Jacqueline Doinvieira 
there on Monday and Gale Gray and Jacqueline on 
Tuesday, recreation therapists from the SCI Center in the 
La Jolla VA Health Care System. They volunteered to 
bring us lunch and they did a great job. My thanks to all 
for a job extremely well done and to Dr. Garcia, acting 
SCI Chief, for permitting his staff to aid us in this 
endeavor.  Once again, thanks to the generosity of Scott 
Andrews of Rollx , we were fortunate to have the use of a 
lift equipped van and driver, Ron Demo, to provide 

transportation for the participants between the airport 
and hotel and between the hotel and the range.

The event was conducted at the Small Arms Range on 
the Point Loma Naval Base with range manager John 
Gummere in charge of the facilities, with Benjamin Soto 
assisting during the two day event.  Our thanks to the 
Base commander, Captain Howard C. Warner, III for 
allowing us to utilize their great facilities and our thanks 
to John and his staff for running a great range and for 
looking out for our interests.  It was great to have the 
new wheelchair accessible ramp and an air circulation 
system within the range to keep the atmosphere 
comfortable.  Both made the event much more enjoyable 
for the participants.  In addition to the sport of shooting 
and the camaraderie of seeing old acquaintances and 
meeting new, we were treated to many interesting sights 
since the range is on a bluff overlooking the entrance to 
San Diego Bay.  We had the opportunity to see nuclear 
subs going and coming from port, a Navy destroyer, a 
Coast Guard Cutter, and a plethora of other vessels 
sailing by.  Monday morning we started with practice 
and one-on-one instruction in the prone position with the 
air rifle. Prone position for our wheelchair shooters 
means sitting in their chairs with their elbows and chests 
on the table in front of them.  They can also use a sling to 
tighten up their position.  Following that we changed to 
the standing position for continued practice and one-on-
one instruction.  For our wheelchair shooters that means 
sitting in their chairs without letting their arms touch the 
table or their wheelchairs.  In both positions, the SH2 
(upper extremity impairment) shooters can utilize a quad 
stand to help stabilize the rifle.  Tuesday was a day of 
competition. We started off with 20 rounds with the rifle 
in the prone position, followed by 20 rounds in the 
standing position, and then 20 rounds with the pistol, 
followed by lunch and then the presentation of awards.  
My thanks to all that participated and those that worked 
to make the event possible.

PVA Cal-Diego Chapter Air Rifle/Pistol Awards, Jan 19, 2016 
Rifle Prone Champion Bill Bjornes Jr. &  David Blevins  
Rifle Prone 1st Runner-up David Wylie 
Rifle Prone 2nd Runner-up Brian DeLaney 
Rifle Offhand Champion Roosevelt ‘RJ’ Anderson 
Rifle Offhand 1st Runner-up Marco De La Rosa 
Rifle Offhand 2nd Runner-up Jim Russell 
Rifle Offhand 3rd Runner-up Sandra Landon 
Pistol Champion Marco De La Rosa 
Pistol 1st Runner-up David Wylie 
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Air Power continued...
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28th Annual Small 
Arms Shooting 
Event & The BJ 
Russell Memorial 
Trapshoot

By: Jim Russell-Photos by: Steve Shelden

Cal-Diego’s 28th annual small arms shooting event took 
place over three days and two venues on 22, 23 & 24 
January 2016 in Riverside County, CA.  The event started 
with our ninth annual center-fire pistol and rifle event on 
Friday 22 January at the Lytle Creek Range located in 
Lytle Creek, CA.  The range is in a mountain pass at 4,000 
feet elevation, so it was a cool morning, and this year 
there was quit a bit of fairly fresh snow on the mountain 
tops surrounding the range. Contrary to all of the hype 
about the monster El-Nino producing a lot of rain, we 
received no precipitation during those two events. 
Fortunately, we did have John Plaza from Cal-Diego 
PVA and Andy Mac Donald from National PVA Shooting 
Sports doing a great job with range duties, Steve Shelden 
was there to take some great photos. We also had George 
Anne Plaza there lending a hand.

The pistol event consisted of 50 rounds with PVA 
providing the ammunition and the contestants providing 
the pistols, anything larger than a .22 but not larger than 
a .45 was allowed, iron sights only.  The course of fire 
was ten rounds practice at the 15 yard line followed by 
ten rounds slow fire, 15 yard line and 10 rounds quick 
fire also at the 15 yard line.  After removing the 15 yard 
line targets, the target stands with fresh targets were 
moved to the 25 yard line for 10 rounds slow fire 
followed by 10 rounds timed fire.  When that was all 
over, the top pistol shooter was Cal-Diego shooter Kurt 
Nelson with 355/400, followed by Brian DeLaney, also a 
Cal-Diego member with 348/400, and he did that with a 
broken ankle.  Great shooting!

Next, the targets were moved to the 100 yard line and 
each shooter was afforded the opportunity to fire ten 
rounds of practice to check their sights.  Then we fired 
the proscribed rifle course.  5 rounds slow fire, prone 
position, 5 rounds quick fire, prone position, followed by 
5 rounds slow fire, standing position and 5 rounds timed 
fire, standing position. Top shooter, for the fourth year in 
a row, was Kurt Nelson with 188/200, followed by Brian 
Delaney with 156/200. Then we had to break down the 

targets, police the brass and generally make the range in 
good shape for the next users.  When that was all 
completed, we had a tasty lunch thanks to the efforts of 
Keith Rheinhardt.  Thanks Keith for the good work. 

Following the pistol and rifle events we traveled to the 
Redlands Shooting Park in Redlands, CA for trap 
shooting practice and the afternoon Welcome Reception.  
Our food committee ladies, Linda Schneider and Hilda 
Fox, along with Sabrina Vann and Denice Koci did a 
great job for the reception and for breakfasts and lunches 
all weekend. Also, our thanks to Van Schneider for doing 
a great job of manning the computer to do the score 
keeping.  We are fortunate to have such dedicated 
volunteers assisting us.

Outdoor events are always subject to the prevailing 
weather and fortunately Mother Nature smiled upon us. 
We had great weather for the entire weekend.  The 
forecasters had been predicting a great deal of rain for 
the weekend, but fortunately, once again, the weather 
didn’t live up the predictions.

For the event we were blessed with participants from 
four PVA Chapters, Northwest, Arizona, Oregon and 
Cal-Diego. 

Saturday and Sunday saw a total of 80 shooters 
participate, up from 52 last year, 69 on Saturday and 47 
on Sunday, the most we have had in quite a few years. 
The trap competition consisted of 50 singles, 50 handicap 
and 25 pair of doubles on both Saturday and Sunday.

We were fortunate once again to have Eric Thomas bring 
ten youth shooters from the Redlands Barrel Blasters, a 
youth trap club that regularly shoots at the Redlands 
Shooting Park. They shot on just one day, Saturday, but it 
is great to see youths being involved in the shooting 
sports.  The two top youth shooters were Evan Anderson 
with 95/100 followed by Kales Drake with 86/100.  
That’s great shooting.  Please, keep up the good work 
and we hope to see you next year. 

Top scorers for Saturday singles were four perfect scores, 
Evan Anderson, Terry Bilbey, Logan Mountain, and 
Doug Vann, followed by six shooters each with a 49.  
That’s good shooting.  Handicap saw Eugene Crawford 
with a 48, followed by Michael Hunn and Albert Yarelli 
each with a 47. Doubles top scorers were Terry Blbey 
with a 48 followed by Paul McIntosh with a 47.
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Small Arms continued...
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BJ Russell Memorial Trapshoot continued...
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BJ Russell Memorial Trapshoot continued...
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Trapshoot continued...
Singles on Sunday saw five perfect scores, Michael 
Bates, Terry Bilbey, Logan Mountain, Todd Saunders 
and Charles Smallenberger, followed by Doane 
Glitschka, Russell Hawes, John Kinum, Dale Sterling, 
each with a 49. Handicap saw three 47s, Terry Bilbey, 
Doane Glitschks, and Dale Sterling followed by Valerie 
Jones with a 46. Doubles top scorers were Terry Bilbey 
and Logan Mountain, each with 50 followed by Doug 
Vann with a 48.

When the dust had settled The Grand Champion for 
both days was Terry Bilbey with 291/300 and the BJ 
Russell award was earned by Doug Vann with 275/300. 
Good shooting everyone. The Cal-Diego trap committee 

consists of the following members, Hilda Fox, Joseph 
Fox Sr., Michael Gureckas, Bill Palmer,  Keith 
Rheinhardt, Linda Schneider, Van Schneider, Doug 
Vann, Sabrina Vann and Jim Russell.  They are the folks 
that do the heavy lifting to make these events possible.

Our major sponsors are National PVA, and the 
Anheuser Busch Corporation. Our thanks to them for 
their past and continued support.

All of the scores on this event can be found at 
www.pva.org under shooting events.  The remaining 
events on the 19th Annual National PVA Trap Circuit 
are listed as well.  Entry forms and complete scores can 
be found at www.pva.org .  We hope to see you there.  
Happy shooting.

AWARDS 
Pistol Grand Champion Kurt Nelson – 355/400 
Pistol Runner-up Brian DeLaney – 348/400 
Rifle Grand Champion Kurt Nelson – 188/200 
Rifle Runner-up Brian DeLaney – 156/200 
Trap Saturday Sunday 
Grand Champion Terry Bilbey – 291/300 
BJ Russell Champion Doug Vann – 275/300 
Handicap short yardage 18-21 Thomas Villeneuce – 46 Valerie Jones – 46 
Handicap mid yardage 22-24 Michael Hune – 47 Dale Sterling – 47 
Handicap long yardage 25-27 Eugene Crawford – 48 Doane Glitschke – 47 
Doubles AA Al Yarelle – 45 C Smallenberger – 35 
Doubles A Paul McIntosh – 47 Todd Sanders – 45 
Doubles B Russell Hawes – 43 Eric Tomsa – 41 
Doubles C Michael Bates – 46 Ryan Grosz – 40 
Doubles D Gorden Moye – 43 Neil Vann – 41 
Singles AA Logan Mountain – 50 Hern Jones – 48 
Singles A Mark Hetz – 48 John Kinan – 49 
Singles B Don Steed – 49 Bill Loyd – 47 
Singles C Kathy Cortopassi – 47 Bryan Wright – 44 
Singles D Jacque Bilbey – 49 Gary Harper – 47 

YOUTH AWARDS 
Champion Evan Anderson – 95/100 
Runner-up Kales Drake – 86/100 

 
 

CHAPTER TEAM AWARD 
Champion – Oregon - 1141 Runner-up – Cal-Diego - 1137 
Gordon Moye – 243 Doug Vann – 275 
William Loyd – 237 Keith Rheinhardt – 228 
Toby Newton - 230 Joseph Fox Sr. – 217 
Gary Trenkle – 222 Neil Vann – 214 
Bill Gray – 209 Jim Russell - 203 

 

http://www.pva.org
http://www.pva.org
http://www.pva.org
http://www.pva.org
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Tuesday, March 1, 2016                                                       
 Managing your attendant         

Phil Dozier, PCA Coordinator
How do I find, hire and supervise a good 
personal care attendant (PCA)? How do I 
pay for attendant care? How do I keep good 
attendants and avoid problems? How can I 
learn to be an employer?

Thursday, March 3, 2016   
 Safety in the Home and Community              

Colleen Beaton, PT
What are the safety hazards I may find in my 
home or community as a person with a SCI? 
How can I modify my home for better safety 
and accessibility? What do I do for fire safety at 
home? How can I be better prepared for a 
disaster such as an earthquake?                                   

Friday, March 4, 2016       
 Pain Management in SCI                                          

Jeri Muse, PhD
What causes pain after SCI?  What types of 
pain are common after SCI? Other than pain 
medications, what can be done about this 
pain?  What resources are there at the 
VASDHS to help me with my pain?     

Tuesday, March 8, 2016                                                           
Getting Back to Work                                  

Joan Haskins, MA, CRC
Can I go back to work after an SCI?  Why 
should I consider working or volunteering? 
What resources are available to me through 
the VA, the PVA, and community to help me 
meet my goals in this area?

Thursday, March 10, 2016                                                        
 

No Class Today                                                   

Friday, March 11, 2016                                                         
  Staying Healthy with SCI           

Carol Johnson, MSN, RN, CNS-BC
What do I need to do to stay healthy and be 
sure that any problems are caught early? 
What tests and evaluations should I have on 
a regular basis? How can I best use the VA 
SCI system of care to my advantage?   

Tuesday, March 15, 2016                                                      
What is spinal cord injury?                              

Hayley Howells, PT
How does a spinal cord injury affect my 
whole body? What does my injury level 
mean? What is a reflex? What kind of 
functional outcome can I expect? What 
research is being done on regeneration and 
healing?

Thursday, March 17, 2016
Getting Back to Work                                  

Joan Haskins, MA, CRC
Can I go back to work after an SCI?  Why 
should I consider working or volunteering? 
What resources are available to me through the 
VA, the PVA, and community to help me meet 
my goals in this area?

Friday, March 18, 2016                                                         
Bowel Management                                     

Olivia Robinson, RN, BSN
How does a SCI change bowel function? 
How can I avoid accidents? How do I 
manage bowel problems at home? What 
medications and foods will affect my bowels? 
What techniques can I use for long term 
bowel management?                    

Tuesday, March 22, 2016    
Tools for Success

Dori Westfall, LCSW
What community resources are available to 
me and my family as a Veteran with a spinal 
cord injury? 

Thursday, March 24, 2016                                                   
Eating Right for Health                                    

Kristin McCutcheon, MS, RD
What do I need to eat for skin, muscle, healing 
and general health? What is a balanced diet? 
How do I keep my weight down or gain 
weight? How can I eat “heart smart”? What 
are good sources of fiber for my bowels? 

Friday, March 25, 2016                                                      
Taking Charge of Your Life                         

Celia Macaspac, OTR
Can I be “well” again after SCI? What can I 
do to keep control over my life? How can I 
prevent stress from ruining my health? 
What can I do to keep fit? What are my legal 
rights with a disability? What do I do if I 
think I have been discriminated against 
because of my disability? 

Spinal Cord Injury Patient and Family Education Series
The VA San Diego Healthcare System is proud to present a series of classes designed to help spinal cord 
injury/disease veterans and their families become more knowledgeable about caring for themselves and 
becoming active in the community.  The classes are mandatory for all newly injured or rehabilitation SCI 
inpatients, and are highly encouraged for their family members and other SCI/D patients.  The classes are 
also open to the SCI/D community at-large.  Members of your team may assign you to attend certain 
classes.  All classes are open to any VASDHS outpatients, their family members and personal care 
attendants.  Classes are held in the VA San Diego, SCI Center Conference Room (1B123) from 12:30-1:15PM.

Call (858) 552-7453 or 1-800-331-VETS (8387) ext. 7453, for future class schedules or for more information.

All classes are 12:30PM-1:15PM
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 Tuesday, March 29, 2016                                                     
Medical Complications in SCI                        

Sharlyn Ruhe, PA
What are the possible medical complications 
for my breathing, digestion, heart and blood 
vessels, muscles, bones and nerves? How 
can I avoid these complications? How can I 
help my doctor detect problems early? What 
other medications may I need to take?

Thursday, March 31, 2016                                                 
Preventing Pressure Ulcers, Part I                      

Will Davis, PTA
Why do we worry about pressure ulcers? 
What causes pressure ulcers? Why are they 
a problem for people with SCI? How can I 
prevent pressure ulcers? What other factors 
other than pressure can cause skin 
problems?

Friday, April 1, 2016                                                                                                           
Preventing Pressure Ulcers, Part II

Stephanie Magcalas, RN, BSN
How can I prevent pressure ulcers? Why do 
some people with SCI get pressure ulcers 
and others do not? What can I do at home to 
manage skin problems? How will my SCI 
team manage a pressure ulcer in clinic or in 
the hospital?            

Tuesday, April 5, 2016                                               
Spirituality and SCI                      

Chaplain Fr. Moses Chikwe
What is spirituality and how can I use it to 
deal with SCI?  Can I find meaning/purpose 
for my life as an SCI veteran?  What 
spiritual resources are available to me or my 
family?

Thursday, April 7, 2016                                                   
Bladder Management, Part I                         

Tatiana Church, BSN, RN
How does a SCI affect my bladder and 
kidneys? What are my options for bladder 
management? What are the common bladder 
and kidney complications I need to know 
about?

Friday, April 8, 2016   
Bladder Management, Part II
Rey Puentespina, MSN, RN

What are the common bladder and kidney 
tests I need to have on a regular basis? What 
can be done if I start to develop kidney or 
bladder complications?  

Tuesday, April 12, 2016                                                   
Recreation and Sports                           

Kelli Kaliszewski, CTRS
What is leisure and why is it important? 
What are the benefits to me of leisure 
activities, sports, staying active and having 
personal goals?

Thursday, April 14, 2016 
                               

No Class Today

Friday, April 15, 2016                                                      
 Sexuality and SCI                

Kathy Dunn, MS, RN, CRRN, CNS-BC
Am I still a sexual person? What is 
“sexuality”? What are the effects of SCI on 
sexual functioning? Can I still have 
children? What are my options? What do I 
do about erection or lubrication problems? 
How can I still give pleasure to my partner 
and myself? 

Tuesday, April 19, 2016                                                       
 Managing your attendant         

Phil Dozier, PCA Coordinator
How do I find, hire and supervise a good 
personal care attendant (PCA)? How do I 
pay for attendant care? How do I keep good 
attendants and avoid problems? How can I 
learn to be an employer?

Thursday, April 21, 2016   
Safety in the Home and Community              

John Colaneri, DPT
What are the safety hazards I may find in my 
home or community as a person with a SCI? 
How can I modify my home for better safety 
and accessibility? What do I do for fire safety 
at home? How can I be better prepared for a 
disaster such as an earthquake?  

Friday, April 22, 2016       
 Pain Management in SCI                                          

Jeri Muse, PhD
What causes pain after SCI?  What types of 
pain are common after SCI? Other than pain 
medications, what can be done about this 
pain?  What resources are there at the 
VASDHS to help me with my pain? 

Tuesday, April 26, 2016                                                           
Autonomic Dysreflexia                                   

AnnaMaria Cunningham, BSN, RN
What is autonomic dysreflexia? Why is it so 
dangerous? How will I know if I have it? 
What can I do to prevent and manage AD at 
home? When do I need to call my doctor or 
go to the emergency room with AD?

Thursday, April 28, 2016                                                        
 

No Class Today  

Friday, April 29, 2016                                                         
  Staying Healthy with SCI           

Carol Johnson, MSN, RN, CNS-BC
What do I need to do to stay healthy and be 
sure that any problems are caught early? What 
tests and evaluations should I have on a 
regular basis? How can I best use the VA SCI 
system of care to my advantage?   

Call (858) 552-7453 or 1-800-331-VETS (8387) ext. 7453, for future class schedules or for more information.

All classes are 12:30PM-1:15PM
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Story:John Plaza-Photos:Larry Houghton

The PVA, Cal-Diego Beachcombers 
Up and Down Bowling League has 
started. We are still looking for a few 
more interested bowlers.  Since we 
began, we have found that a few of 
our bowlers are aspiring 
“professional” bowlers.  

Leading the league in high average is 
Irwin Gisler, who is holding a 113 
average.  If you are interested in 
joining the league, please join us at 
Kearny Mesa Bowl on the 2nd and 4th 
Thursday of the month at 12:00pm to 
get signed up.  It’s a fast and easy 
process.  Bowling starts at 1:00pm.

This league will run until June 10, 
2016. You don’t have to know how to 
bowl to join our league.  Come out for 
an afternoon of great fun with your 
fellow PVA, Cal-Diego members.  

Hitting
the Lanes

PVA, Cal-Diego Up & Down Bowling League
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Hitting the Lanes continued...
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NSO Reminder
By:  DeMarlon Pollard

Reminder.  Please see your NSO before, or right when you start AND when you finish your Comprehensive Annual 
Health Evaluation so that we can track the timeliness and completeness of your evaluation.

We wrote an article in the March 2012 Beachcomber which details what comprises a thorough examination per the 
VHA Handbook 1176.01.  Stop by and I’ll gladly make a copy for you.

Also, please let me know when you are getting a new wheelchair, bed or any prosthetic item which may cost more 
than $3,000.  We are tracking the timeliness of the orders on your behalf, as the VA has implemented a new order 
process which we need to keep an eye on to ensure there continues to be no delays in providing the proper 
equipment.

If you have any concerns or questions on any matter, always remember we are here to serve you.

DeMarlon Pollard
National Service Officer
Paralyzed Veterans of America
(858) 552-7519

Two Realtors® To Serve You Better!
Glen - US Army Veteran – Paralyzed Veterans of America Member

Rocio – Se Habla Español

www.GlenandRocioMiddleton.com

Glen Middleton - REALTOR®,
CIPS®, MRP,  RSPS
CalBRE #01975057
Email:  MiddG17@gmail.com
Direct  1.619.618.9049

Rocio Middleton - REALTOR®,
CIPS®, MRP,  RSPS
CalBRE #01975056

Email:  MiddletonReal@gmail.com
Direct  1.619.618.9046

Kevin M. Burke, JD - Broker, CalBRE #01000175, 12526 High Bluff Dr., San Diego, CA 92130

http://www.glenandrociomiddleton.com
http://www.glenandrociomiddleton.com
mailto:MiddG17@gmail.com
mailto:MiddG17@gmail.com
mailto:MiddletonReal@gmail.com
mailto:MiddletonReal@gmail.com
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San Diego - Orange County - Los Angeles - Inland Empire - Sacramento 
San Luis Obispo - Las Vegas - Goodyear - Phoenix - Tucson 

New Van Conversions 

Used Van Conversions 

Van Rentals 

Scooter Lifts & Hoists 

Wheelchair Lifts 

Motorhome Lifts 

Driving Aids 

Accessible Home Products: 

Stairlifts & Pool Lifts 

Ceiling Lifts 

Patient Lifts 

Vertical Platform Lifts 

Ramps & Power door openers 

Scooter & Power Wheelchairs 

Van Conversion Specialists 
Sales-Service-Rentals 

800-242-4111 
 

Largest Mobility Dealer In The Southwest 

Stair Lifts Outside Lifts Turnout Seats Inside Lifts VPL’s 

(858) 541-0552 
4797 Ruffner St., San Diego, CA  92111 

www.AbilityCenter.com 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Good Stuff to Know!

Donation Form
Please take this chance to give back to the Programs & People at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter.

Your valued donations will help support local programs, activities, and events that directly and positively 
impact our members and their families, making their lives active and enjoyable.

Name:______________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________

City:_____________________________________________" " State_______________           Zip:______________

Phone:___________________________________________

Donation Amount:" $__________________________

We gladly accept Checks, Money Orders, & Credit Cards

Card#___________________________________________" " Exp. Date_____________" CVV#_____________

Please Mail to:" PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter

" " 3350 La Jolla Village Drive, Suite 1A-118

" " San Diego, CA  92161

PVACD BEACHCOMBER BOWLING! ! MARCH 10

PVACD BEACHCOMBER BOWLING! ! MARCH 24

REFLECTIONS XVI EXHIBITION! ! APRIL 1

PVACD BEACHCOMBER BOWLING! ! APRIL 7

ADAPTIVE SAILING! ! ! ! APRIL 9

REFLECTIONS XVI RECEPTION! ! APRIL 15

ADAPTIVE SAILING! ! ! ! MAY 20

Ticket Reimbursement Program
The Ticket Reimbursement Program is available for members.  Receive $50.00 from PVA, Cal-Diego 
Chapter for attending fun events such as:  Museums, Charger Games, Padres Games, SeaWorld, Plays, 
Movies, & Concerts.  It’s important to get out!
Please submit your original ticket stubs (showing dollar amount) to PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter for 
reimbursement of up to $50.00 for the six-month period of January 1-June 30.
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Robert B. Fier
Rebeca Becerra
Daniel D. Carnes
Celina Flores
David C. Eckrote
James G. Armendariz
Danny D. Shepler
Louis Mazza
Jerry Lippett
Michael W. Burns
Keith H. Colton
Sheila A. Scott
Patrick A. Ozborn
Charles Williams
Lee A. Davis
James R. Van Sickle
Randall R. Butler
Keith W. Haugland
Wayne. J. Landon
Calvin A. Brown
Merrill R. Burghardt

Pat A. Popiela
Ricky M. Munoz
Richard Gugg
Peter A. Larson
Terry J. Antoine
Sam T. Farr
Richard W. Craw
Patrick Garcia
Paul M. Landry
Richard D. Bell
Bob S. Belz-Roberts
Erik A. Barrera
Kenneth G. Moore
Peter J. Pitoniak
Marc M. Mezzina
Raymond J. Garcia
Albert H. Groff
Paul H. Herman
Joseph Bailey
Joseph L. Garrett
Josef C. Epton

Brent Relyea
Robert G. Fitzpatrick
James R. Brunotte
Tracy E. Odell
Amanda M. McGrath
Kevin W. Peterston
John A Godard
Michael J. Snodgrass
Michael E. Jenkins
Paul R. Stempel
Thomas M. Haggerty
Maria Arroyo
Joyce Benjamin
Thomas R. VanderLann
James M. Haffner
Ralph Taylor
Larry Davis
Selemani R. Johnson
Michael G. Kelleher
Nelson S. Dimarucot
Jack I. Matthews

Errol V. Samuelson
George T. Adams
Howard A. Corrales
Cloyce A. Kelly
Fr. George Morelli, PhD
Albert W. McCubbin
Paul A. Dugas
Alex J. Failano
William E. Kitrell Jr.
Jim R. Winston
Willard A. Miller
Christopher M. Kessell
Shawn D. Mackie
John T. Hall
Wade A. Williams
Douglas R. Allen
James L. Miller
Ian M. Grado

Member Birthdays - March & April

Become A Volunteer Today!
Give back to the Programs & People at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter.  

Call our office at 858-450-1443 today to find out how you can best support our local programs, 
activities, and events that directly and positively impact our members and their families.  We need you!

Simply call 1-855-744-0782

or go to the following link: 
www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org

Looking for another way to make
a difference in the life of
a paralyzed veteran?

The Festival, produced by the San Diego Magazine and 
Torrey Pines Kiwanis, a non-profit organization that raises 
funds to support adaptive sports and recreation programs 
for San Diegans’ with disabilities. The Festival is a unique 
opportunity to combine support for adaptive programs and 
services that help those who have incurred serious and long 
term injuries, and artists who work hard to bring creativity 
and imagination to us every day. As a 501(c)3, the proceeds 
benefit adaptive sports and recreation opportunities for San 
Diegans with disabilities. Take the opportunity to help 
support your community and enjoy fine art. 
http://www.sdfestivalofthearts.org

http://www.sdfestivalofthearts.org
http://www.sdfestivalofthearts.org
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Donate a Vehicle: 
Wheels Helping 
Warriors Vehicle 
Donation Program
Help us to make a difference in the 
life of a paralyzed veteran.

Consider donating your vehicle, boat, 
RV or motorcycle to  help build 
brighter futures for our veterans and 
their families... and receive a tax 
deduction when you itemize your 
return!

Paralyzed Veterans of America’s 
Wheels Helping Warriors program 
will gladly accept the following 
vehicles, regardless of their current 
condition:

• Airplanes
• Boats
• Motorcycles
• RVs/campers
• Cars
• Semi-Tractors
• Farm equipment
• SUVs
• Horse trailers
• Trucks
• Motorized Wheelchairs

Simply call 1-866-841-2023 or go to 
the following link: 
www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org

Be sure you have your title in hand 
before calling.  A representative will 
explain all of the details and schedule 
a pickup that's convenient for you, 
FREE of charge.  The average pickup 
time is usually 24-48 hours from the 
time of the call.  Even if your vehicle 
doesn't run, we will gladly accept 
your donation.  Once your vehicle has 
been sold, you'll be sent a receipt for 
your tax records and the proceeds 
from the sale will be donated to the 
Paralyzed Veterans of America and 
your local chapter.

Social Media
The best way to get the latest, most up 
to date information on all things 
related to programs and activities 
sponsored by the Paralyzed Veterans 
of America, Cal-Diego Chapter is to 
explore all four of our websites listed 
to the right.

These sites are updated on a daily 
basis, so please check back often in 
order to make sure you don’t miss any 
of the exciting and greatly varied 
program and recreational activities 
coming up over the months ahead.

To show your support, please make 
sure you click the “Like” button when 
visiting our Facebook pages.

https://www.facebook.com/pvacaldiego

www.caldiegopva.org

http://www.pvamotorsports.com/

https://www.facebook.com/
pvamotorsports

http://www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org
http://www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org
http://www.facebook.com/CalDiegoPVA
http://www.facebook.com/CalDiegoPVA
http://www.caldiegopva.org
http://www.caldiegopva.org
http://caldiegopvamotorsports.com/Cal_Diego_PVA_MotorSports
http://caldiegopvamotorsports.com/Cal_Diego_PVA_MotorSports
https://www.facebook.com/pvamotorsports
https://www.facebook.com/pvamotorsports
https://www.facebook.com/pvamotorsports
https://www.facebook.com/pvamotorsports
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We Salute You.
A very special thank you to all of our donors who continue to make the 

programs at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter thrive and grow.

Michael Jenkins

George Oswell

Walter O’Neill Jr

Philip and Kimberly Ann Schultz

Torrey Pines Kiwanis Foundation

Pfizer United Way Campaign

Schwab Charitable

Golden Boy Mobility

Combined Federal Campaign
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Foundation
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Don and Eileen Hyslop

Network for Good

Michael Empizo

Robert Shaw

Kathleen Larsen

Marilyn Godard

Charles and Sharon Dirr

Irwin Gisler

Vera Snodgrass

Larry Arnold

Jerry Lippett

Richard K. Harris

Harold Demasters, Jr.

Jan and Michael Praisner

Jeff Scanlon

Donald and Marsha Plehn

Dr. Charles Williams

Joseph & Bonnie Phair Fund

Morgan Stanley Global Impact 
Funding Trust

Mervyn & Marlene Hoover

Ross and Sue Ehrhardt

Antoinette Freitas

Eldon and Eleanor Plotner

David and Barbara Karle

Robert Gallardo

Kroger

Duff Florist

Vaughan PVA

Reynaldo Corate

Rose Renner

Tom Gunn

Charles and Susan O’Brien

Anheuser Busch Corporation
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Call Toll-Free: 1-888-4-KEMPF-US (453-6738) for a free DVD and free brochure.
Visit: www.kempf-usa.com to find videos and comments from users.

Enjoyboth hands on the wheel !

Digital Accelerator Ring 

optimized for speed

KEMPF is a NMEDA member.

DARIOS is VA accepted.

All KEMPF products have a lifetime warranty.

KEMPF features nationwide free at-home pick-up and delivery.
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Call Toll-free: 1-888-4-KEMPF-US  (453-6738) for a free DVD and free brochure.


